CASE STUDY

STEALTHBITS THE SCALABLE SOLUTION
Managing an IT infrastructure accessible to 120,000 users is no simple task. For this global manufacturing company, it was
even harder to determine what each of these 120,000 users had access to. More specifically, this customer needed to map
where each and every Active Directory security group had been provisioned across a globally distributed network, including
File Shares, SharePoint Sites, custom applications, and more. In order to facilitate an otherwise flawed group membership
review process, Stealthbits was asked to connect the dots across many hundreds of systems and data repositories at dozens
of locations worldwide.

Challenges
The customer needed to:
•

Understand where Active Directory groups were in use

•

Determine effective access to data resources through nested groupexpansion and other avenues of access to their data

•

Integrate with their home grown entitlement review system to allowgroup owners to verify their respective group memberships

Solution

COMPANY PROFILE
Vertical:

Manufacturing

Size:

120,000 users, 55 data centers

Stealthbits was able to help the customer:
•

Scan a heterogeneous mix of data repositories including File Shares
on Windows, NAS, Unix and Linux systems, SharePoint sites, and
more

•

Map where AD security groups were being used to provide access to
each data repository across 55 data centers globally, including the
United States, South America, China, EMEA, and India

•

Identify sensitive data and monitor all file access activities for security, forensics, and compliance purposes

Stealthbits’ ability to not only address these difficult requirements, but
do so at scale, allowed the customer to provide their data owners with
the context they needed to make proper access decisions on behalf
of their organization, as well as achieve a heightened state of security
through the reduction of risk and increased operational efficiency.

NEXT STEPS
Schedule a Demo

stealthbits.com/demo

Download a Free Trial

stealthbits.com/free-trial

Contact Us

info@stealthbits.com

About Stealthbits:

Stealthbits was asked to connect the dots
across many hundreds of systems and
data repositories at dozens of locations
worldwide.

Stealthbits Technologies, Inc. is a customer-driven
cybersecurity software company focused on
protecting an organization’s sensitive data and
the credentials attackers use to steal that data.
By removing inappropriate data access, enforcing
security policy, and detecting advanced threats,
our highly innovative and infinitely flexible
platform delivers real protection that reduces
security risk, fulfills compliance requirements,
and decreases operational expense.
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